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We will study the problem of aliasing and its solution. An understanding of this topic is critical to understand how to generate images, as well as how to 
interpret images. Inherent in all this is a realization that physical objects (and their appearance) are analog, and often continuous. Brightness is defined at 
every point. Images are a discrete representation of the reality, and defined only on a grid.
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Practicum

filter : what is sinc*sinc?

   (f(x) × combn)*sinc*sinc =
(f(x) × combn)*(sinc*sinc)



Practicum
! Combine convolutions (it is associative) 

! Do not compute the entire convolution 
! Only the samples needed 
! filter convolution = weighted sum of  sample values 

! (Reflect and) Center filter at pixel center 
! Compute filter value at the supersample locations 
! Weight the super-sample attribute by filter value 

filter : what is sinc*sinc?

   (f(x) × combn)*sinc*sinc =
(f(x) × combn)*(sinc*sinc)



Common Filters

! Box 
! Triangle 
! Gaussian 

! Sinc 
! Truncated sinc 

! In 2D 
! Tensor Product of  1D functions



Super-Sampling

! Implementation 
! Regular sample spacing simplifies 

attribute interpolation 
! Large sample count is expensive 

! Image quality 
! Better with large number of  samples 
! Overkill for most samples 

! In OpenGL pipeline 
! Create a larger off-screen framebuffer 
! Resample the large buffer to on-screen 

buffer 
! Can use texture
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Regular-grid Subset Sampling

! Implementation 
! Choose some samples on a higher 

resolution grid 
! Moderate sample count is cost-

effective 

! Image quality 
! Often OK with a moderate numbers 

of  samples (8x, for example)

One Pixel width

8-rooks pattern

8-queens pattern

Do not require a regular super-sampling. Often, choosing a smaller number of samples at well placed locations on an nxn grid suffices.



! Implementation 
! Choose the locations in a 

random manner 
! Irregular sample spacing can 

complicate attribute 
interpolation 

! Moderate sample count is cost-
effective (4-8x) 

! Image quality 
! Better than a pre-set pattern per

Stochastic Sampling

random sample 
pattern

One Pixel width

pixel



Variation in Sample Patterns

! Vary patterns 
! Temporally: frame to frame 
! Spatially: pixel to pixel 

! Improves image quality 
! replaces aliasing patterns with 

noise 

! Complicates implementation

This is usually not done due to its large computational expense.



! Spatially wider Filter = 
! Lower pass (Narrow Frequency) 

! Pixel-wide filter 
! OK for small sample counts (<=8) 
! Box filter is not uncommon 
! Easily parallelizable 
! Simplifies immediate filtering 

! Wide foot-print filter 
! Use for large sample counts 
! Higher quality filter like sinc

Filter Width

One Pixel width

One may also use sub-samples “located” in neighboring pixel rectangles to compute the value at a pixel. Hence it is not strictly meaningful to assign a 
shape to each pixel.



Multisampling

! Super-sampling 
! Shade each sample, then filter to get final pixel color 

! Multisampling is approximate super-sampling 
! Super-sampling sized buffers; store per sample data 
! Single invocation of  fragment shader per pixel 

! Not per sample, saves rendering time 
! Each fragment also has a coverage mask 

! 1 for those samples within the pixel that are covered by 
the current primitive  

! Different primitives may cover different samples of  a pixel 
! Fragment shader output is written to all covered 

samples that pass the depth test 
! The final pixel color by filtering all sample colors

Multiple depth values per pixel are created (by interpolation) by the filling hardware. Each sample belonging to the current fragment’s primitive is 
separately tested for depth as well as stencil (find out about OpenGL stenciling). The same color is written to all samples. The idea is that interpolated color 
for a single primitive varies relatively smoothly and a single evaluation may suffice. The high frequency comes from change of lighting at edges with other 
triangles.

Note, however, that in the presence of textures, color may not vary slowly after all. Different samples could look up very different values from the texture. 
On the other hand, such high frequency change is otherwise smoothed by pre-filtering the textures (through Mip-mapping).

Note that fragment shaders can read or write depth, of which there is one value per sample (not one per fragment). Find out how that works in the 
presence of multi-sampling.



Pixel-center Fragment Selection

Generate fragment if  pixel center is inside triangle

9 fragments generated

The usual rule for fragment generation for a triangle can have many parts of the triangle which are not sampled at all. This is not anti-aliased.



Multi-sample Fragment 
Selection

Generate fragment if  any sample inside triangle

19 fragments generated

For multisampling, there is a fragment for a triangle if any of its sub-samples are inside the triangle. There is still only a single fragment per pixel. 
Fragments are generated for even pixel shown in red.
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Summary

! Anti-aliasing is hard 
! Supersampling does not eliminate aliasing 

! It only reduces it 
! Multisampling = approximate supersampling 

! Single fragment per pixel 
! Handles occlusions correctly 
! In OpenGL: 

glfwWindowHint(GLFW_SAMPLES, 8); 
glEnable(GL_MULTISAMPLE); 
// render as usual, almost everything works


